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Tutorial Overview
Over the last the couple of years, massive MIMO has gone from being a theoretical concept to
becoming one of the most promising ingredients of the emerging 5G technology. This is because it
provides a way to improve the area spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz/area) with 100x under realistic
conditions, by upgrading existing base stations. In other words, Massive MIMO is a commercially
attractive solution since 100x higher efficiency is possible without installing 100x more base stations
(with high costs for site renting, backhaul infrastructure, and network calibration).
This tutorial is linked to tutorial T-2 on Monday morning and covers the following topics:
PART 1 (First 1.5 hours)
Channel characteristics for Massive MIMO, results from channel measurement campaigns, spatial
resolution, influence of antenna configuration, compact vs. physically large arrays, channel
modelling for Massive MIMO
Implementation aspects, lessons learnt from the implementation of the Lund University Massive
MIMO testbed – LuMaMi
Distributed vs. centralized processing
Uplink-downlink reciprocity
Data management
User terminals, single/dual antenna considerations
PART 2 (Second 1.5 hours)
Modulation trade-offs: OFDM vs SC-FDE vs pure time-domain, PAPR and power amplifier impact,
terminal equalizer
Linear pre-coder trade-offs: MRT vs ZF/MMSE, possible algorithm simplifications
Power distribution across pre-coding antennas, power normalization
Complexity assessment
Power consumption models
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